
Summary of UAT 2 Results 
 

 Feedbacks/Issues Importance/ 
Priority 

Estimated 
time 

Status of 
change 

Remarks 

1 No error message for 
unsuccessful login 

High 1h Done 
(James) 
 

 

2 To put company names 
on top right hand 
corner(maybe on the left 
black menu) 

Medium 30mins Done 
(james) 

 

3 Explanation of the 
different index such as 
value & quality 

Low - - This has to be provided 
by ISES. 

4 Legends of the 
Dashboard, 
Performance Impact 
chart on what E, V and 
Q means. and mouse 
over of the the specific 
value 

High 30 min Done 
(fx) 

Fixed with Tool Tip 

5 Colour of the Quadrants 
of Performance Impact 
Chart does not tally with 
the text explanation 

High 10 min Done 
(fx) 

Chart back ground color 
changed. 

6 Year on Year -- Align the 
table of values with the 
horizontal bar charts 

Medium  - - Not Possible 

7 Year on Year -- 
Standardize decimal 
points in the tables 

medium  - - 

8 Performance VS impact 
-- Label the Axis 
Y Axis -- performance 
X Axis -- Impact of 
changes on satisfaction  

High  Done 
(fx) 

Included labels for axis 

9 Benchmark of CSISG -- 
when login as starhub, 
the highlighted one is 
M1   

vv.High 30 mins 
 

Done  
(fx) 

fixed 

10 Benchmark of CSISG -- Low - -- - 



circle too big 

11 Peformance VS impact 
chart - Chart is 
misaligned with text 
explanation 

Low 20mins 
James 

Done  
(james) 

fixed 

12 Benchmark of Customer 
Satisfaction Index -- 
Include explanations on 
how to interpret the chart 

Medium - Done 
(james) 

james to do the 
javascript hook 

13 Benchmark of Customer 
Satisfaction Index -- 
include table of values 

High - Done 
(fx) 

 

14 Drill Down - Negative 
values for customer 
loyalty when login as 
alexandra 

high - - Data inaccurate. at php 
backend, replace 
negative values with 0 

15 Explorer - Customer 
complaints and 
Customer loyalty is not 
loading 

vv.high X mins Done  
(james) 

Fixed with path setting at 
Mac server 

16 Explorer - Historical 
Data - Overlapping of 
points when there is too 
many companies  

high 30mins Done round off to two decimal 
places 
 

17 Explorer - Preview - The 
sequence of the 3 MV 
under the LVs 

low -- -- -- 

18 Explorer - The colour of 
the main company & the 
benchmark company 
has to be the same in 
the charts and CI. stem 
of red and green needs 
to be the same as the 
circle. 

high -- Done 
(fx) 

feixiang to add in one 
new variable to pass if it 
is own company  (true) 
or benchmark (false), 
true or false 

19 Explorer - Instructions 
for the user to let them 
know that there is a 
change in the 2 charts - 
CI and Bar charts 

medium -- -- -- 



20 Explorer - Perceived 
Quality Missing 
Questions 

medium -- -- Need to be provided by 
ISES 

21 Explorer - Question to 
replace by Actual 
Company Names 

medium -- -- use some tag like 
[companyname] 

22 Explorer - Word “index” 
used is not appropriate. 
Suggest to use “Driver” 
and “Consequence” 

medium 5min [DONE 
changed 
index -> 
driver] 

-- 

23 Historical Button - Not 
Obvious 

low -- -- -- 

24 Starhub is missing from 
CI Chart (tried this with 
generalhospital login) 
perceived quality, 
perceived overall quality 
---> because starhub 
does not have perceived 
value 

vv.High beacuse 
mobile 
telco has 
no 
perceived 
quality 

Done Programming Error 

25 Historical Data - Plotted 
Values should not be 
rounded to 1 decimal. 
KTPH score incorrect. 

vv.high seems 
like data 
problem 

Done 
(same 
as 17) 

Programming Error 

26 Jack suggest to change 
the preview table, to 
seperate the up/down 
arrow with the average 
scores. put a new 
column 

low - - - 

27 Explanation 
accompanying the CI 
chart, explaining how to 
interpret the chart (see 
the uat script). maybe a 
question mark and when 
click there is a pop up? 

low - - - 

28 Report Organizer - 
Charts in PDF are not 
the same as the 
website‟s, some charts 
are being truncated 

High 4 hours 
 
could be 
due to css 
rendering 
as %, 

Done 3rd party exporting 
software setting problem  



have to 
check 
(specify 
the height 
and width 
for each 
set of 
charts in 
the report 
organizer)  

29 Colour changes - 
Historical Chart added 
are all black lines 

medium 15mins  css: „line‟ tag for d3 
which makes it black, is 
overused! so 
googlecharts becomes 
black 

30 Allow Delete function High 30min   

31 Allow Save function 
(Names in which the 
report is saved as has to 
be changed. „gozilla‟ ) 

High 1h  feixiang to do this 
? UPDATE reportChart 
SET  
reportName={newNAme} 
WHERE 
reportName={oldName} 

32 Predictive Analysis - 
Proper Text Explanation 
for the results on impact 
of customer satisfaction 

High 0.5 hour Done -- 

33 Predictive - Up and 
Down button does not 
align with the circle 
(need to do dynamic 
calculation of the point) 

High 2 hour Done this is simple, it is a 
basic css configuration 
for position 15mins at 
most 

34 Predictive - Onpage 
refresh 

* 5 hour Done Redesign 

35 Predictive - For 
extended Model, to 
remove the lvpqual & 
lvsqual since it is not 
„driving‟ lvsat 

High 0.5 hour Done -- 

36 FAQ - Up to top 
functions 

low  -- -- 

37 FAQ - Add functions to 
last page viewed 

low  -- -- 



 
Statistics of UAT 2 Survey 
1,2,3 - feedbacks from corporate client 
4 - Caroline 
5 - Marcus 
6 - Dillion 
7 - Jack 
8 - Tim 
 
 

Question Very Good Good Bad Very Bad N/A 

1  12345678    

2  12345678    

 Very Easy Easy A bit 
Difficult 

Very Difficult  

3  24578 136   

4  2457 1368   

5  7 2468 15 3 

6 2 15679 348   

7 - 
Dashboard 

3 125678 4   

Explorer 2 135678 4   

Predictive   124578 3 6  

Report  134567 2 8  

FAQ  12345678    

 Very Good Good Bad Very Bad  

9  1234578    

Sum      

 


